
In a recent search of all-things-GroupWorks (GW), I stumbled across an interesting public post on the 

Video Club of Laguna Oaks GW page.  

 

What is GroupWorks? "GroupWorks is a free club management platform. It handles administrative 

club duties such as communications, dues management, and event scheduling simply and easily so 

group leaders and members can spend more time doing what they love. Thousands of people 

describe GroupWorks as a game-changer that has enhanced member engagement, improved 

communications, and streamlined event management." 

 

In the club’s president’s post, a snippet of the GroupWork’s founder was included. If you are a trivia or 

history buff, you maybe be interested in taking a few minutes to read through this short story, especially 

as the story nears the end. Or, if you wish not to read through Spencer's story, skip down to the 

Trivia/History paragraph (bolded). 

 
GroupWorks’ Founder’s Story: SPENCER MORGAN 
 

In 2011, Spencer was a journalist on assignment in Houston, covering the National Senior Games. He 

thought he may have been decades away from being able to compete in the event himself, but felt right at 

home. Probably because all four of his grandparents were such an important part of his childhood. 

Everywhere he went at the Senior Games, from the badminton court to the swimming pool, Spencer spoke 

with amazing, passionate people with incredible stories. 
 

But something troubled him. While age had not dimmed these active adults’ fire, they needed a 

better way to connect and engage. Spencer envisioned a simple platform and toolset to help them connect 

with their passions and peers without the burden of administratively managing those connections. As 

Spencer traveled to do research within active adult communities, he saw that the existing platforms 

weren’t serving this population and he knew this was a problem worth solving. He couldn’t shake the 

thought: There had to be a better way. Thinking specifically of his maternal grandmother, Jackie (in her 

90s), while not driving around in her convertible, she likes to write and share stories of her travels with 

others. Her experiences and passions help her live her best possible life every day. But Spencer couldn’t 

imagine her feeling comfortable using generic social media channels. How many other vital, engaged, 

active adults could benefit from a trusted, passion-centric, purpose-driven platform? 
  

TRIVIA/HISTORY: Then, Spencer thought of his paternal grandfather, Harry. To Spencer, 

Grandpa Harry was his pal. In his later years, Grandpa Harry wasn’t the most socially active 

person but Spencer could see how his grandfather would have benefited from an established 

platform embraced by like-minded peers and their activity groups. 
  

Grandpa Harry’s name was Harry Morgan. Maybe you know him as the actor who played 

Colonel Henry Potter on M*A*S*H, or as Joe Friday’s partner, Bill Gannon, on Dragnet.  
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So Spencer began obsessing over this idea. There had to be a better way. A better way to connect and 

engage and inspire mature adults, and help them transform the late chapters of their lives into even more 

meaningful, lasting and emotionally fulfilled journeys. 
  

Alas, this is why Spencer founded GW. And, yes, although the article I stumbled upon was oddly not 

dated, at that time Spencer stated that his grandmother, Jackie, was a true and very active fan of GW. 
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